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Have I included the following sections in my report? Y/N 

Abstract – a brief summary (approx. 250 words) of my introduction, methods, 
results, and conclusion. 

 

Introduction – does it provide background information and define key terms? Does 
it explain the relevance/significance/importance of this topic and why I chose it? 

 

Aim – Is my aim clearly stated? Is my hypothesis specific, testable, and justified by 

the science in my introduction? 

 

Materials & Methods – Have I carefully listed all of the equipment I used? Is my 
method logical, does it test my hypothesis, and is it detailed enough to allow my 

experiment to be replicated by a third party? Has my method allowed sufficient time 
to get meaningful results? Did I use an experimental control group(s) and control all 
of my variables? Have I included a risk assessment? Did I write in past tense, third 
person? E.g. 10 mL of water was added to the beaker 

 

Results – Have I presented my observations and results in easily understood 

formats (e.g. tables, graphs, photos, maps, descriptions)? Have I included all units 
of measurement and used correct significant figures? Have I labelled my axes and 
remembered headings? 

 

Discussion – Have I analysed my results, including what they mean, their validity 

and implications? Have I discussed trends and errors in the results? Have I 
identified experimental design and methodological errors, suggested how my 
experiment could be improved and what directions future investigations could take? 

 

Conclusion – Have I outlined the significant findings of my research? Was my aim 

met? Was my hypothesis supported? 

 

Acknowledgements & references 

Have I included multiple and varied references and presented them in the correct 
format? Have I listed everyone who helped me? 

 

 

Further questions to ask myself! Y/N 

Was my experimental design well thought out, logical, and based on scientific 
understanding? 

 

Did I present my report with consistent formatting in a neat and easy to 
follow/understand manner? Did I check for spelling and grammatical errors? 

 

Was my idea original and have I acknowledged previous studies?  

 


